Teacher Needs Analysis on the Development of Android-Based Chemistry Learning Media
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ABSTRACT
Chemistry is an abstract knowledge, so it requires media as an intermediary in delivering the material. In supporting this, an analysis of teacher needs is carried out. This study aimed to describe the teacher’s need for Android-based chemistry learning media that can support the chemistry learning process in the classroom. The method used in this research is survey method. The research participants were 10 chemistry teachers from schools in Makassar City. Data collection was carried out by means of a questionnaire (google form) which is the questionnaire adapted from the results of research journals relevant to the development of chemistry learning media. The results were analyzed descriptively and obtained data that the media often used by teachers, such as PPT/LCD projectors with a percentage of 90%, while android based chemistry learning media is still very rarely used. The obstacles were making, using and developing media which taken a very long time so that the teachers feel uninterested in making media and there is a lack of ideas on what media is good for learning chemistry. So they suggested that tutorials be given in the creating and use of instructional media.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recognizing chemistry as an abstract knowledge makes many students think of chemistry is a difficult subject because it requires imagination to understand the concept [1]. Especially in schools, chemistry learning is still carried out conventionally because it is only designed with reference to the content or material content without considering the cognitive demands, attitudes and skills that students must have [2]. Whereas understanding chemistry depends on things that are not seen and untouched [3]. There are four levels of understanding, they are macroscopic, microscopic, symbolic, and process. Another opinion is understanding chemistry as a complex subject makes students experience the difficulty in visualizing microscopic (abstract) phenomena because this micro-complexity is inherent in the nature of chemical concepts which requires combining several tools in representing concepts and also increasing students’ conceptual understanding [4]. For this reason, not only a learning model is needed but the media is also very important as a tool that will help students understand chemistry at various levels.

One of the materials taught in SMA/MA is acid and base topic. Acid-base is the main topic that students learnt in class XI. Acid-base material was chosen because the chemical properties of acid-base is often found in everyday life where there is often misunderstanding of concepts (misconceptions) so it is important to study that topic [5]. Going along with the development of technology in the current century, it has developed very rapidly, making various types of technology appear with different purposes and uses. One of them is used in the world of education, especially during the learning process [6].

The use of technology in the learning process can be implemented through technology-based learning media. However, there are still many educators who are constrained in implementing technology-based learning. As an example, teachers’ mastery of technology is still minimum, school facilities are not supportive, teaching schedules are tight, and internet connection is not sufficient [7]. Even though the learning media in the form of an Android application is a learning media that is easy to use and practice. The combination of images, text, colors and videos as well
as animation in the learning material will make students interested in reading and studying it.

Based on the research results, it shows that the development of media has a positive impact in increasing learning outcomes and improving the quality of learning [8]. Learning media can be realized in the form of an android application [9]. Android is a solution to face educational challenges [10]. This is also in line with the results of research which states that mobile learning can improve learning outcomes because mobile learning allows students to access lessons and assignments anywhere and anytime. Meanwhile, for teachers, mobile learning can help upload teaching materials, determine discussions and receive student assignments electronically [11]. Based on the results of observations of class XI MIA students of SMAN 11 Makassar, it was found that all students had androids. Seeing this potential, the appropriate media used by teachers to carry out interesting, fun learning and make students more active is media that uses Android. This is why this research is needed.

The purpose of this study is to review what learning media are used in chemistry learning and what factors prevent teachers from making and using instructional media in a school environment located in Makassar City, South Sulawesi Province at the Senior High School level.

2. RESEARCH METHODS

This research was a qualitative descriptive study. In this study, an analysis of the needs of instructional media was carried out. The analysis was carried out as a whole regarding the use of learning media in the selected schools. The subjects in this study involved 10 class XI chemistry subject teachers from various schools in Makassar City. The school was selected by purposive sampling because these teachers were prepared to become facilitators in carrying out chemistry learning activities in class XI from a predetermined population. The data was taken by using an online questionnaire about the condition of the learning media in the school. The research instrument in the form of a questionnaire (google form) was adapted from the results of research journals relevant to the development of chemistry learning media [12]. From the results of the study, a questionnaire was also made with regard to several aspects consisting of (1) the type of learning media commonly used; (2) Frequency of media used; (3) Strengths and weaknesses of commonly learning media used; (4) Teachers' constraints in making learning media and (5) Solutions that should be done to overcome these obstacles. These five aspects were used because they were considered to be the main aspects that need to be observed in implementing the use of chemistry learning media and the environment in schools. The questionnaire made has been validated by experts who are competent in their fields. The questionnaire result data is presented in the form of a percentage of teachers who answered "yes" and "no" to each question and then analyzed to determine the teacher's needs for Android-based chemistry learning media.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The distribution of questionnaires carried out to teachers is the initial stage of a series of development researches to determine the needs of teachers in supporting the chemistry learning process in the classroom. The results of this needs questionnaire are then used as the basis for developing learning media in the form of android-based applications. This application acts as a media that will help teachers and students during the learning process of chemistry, especially in acid and alkaline solutions. Based on the questionnaire, data were obtained as follows.

Table 1. Analysis of teacher needs on the development of android-based learning media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions (Aspect)</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Types of media that are often used</td>
<td>Study CD/video</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PPT/LCD Projector</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning games</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft Teams</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Frequency of use of media</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The advantages and disadvantages of media</td>
<td>There is a simulation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No. | Questions (Aspect) | Response | Percentage |
---|-------------------|----------|------------|
| Easy | No | 70% |
| Supports learning | No | 80% |
| Never received a media creation tutorial | No | 60% |
| Have created their own media | No | 80% |

4. Teachers' obstacles in making media
- Understanding of the media is lacking: Yes | 100%
- Lack of supporting facilities: No | 70%
- Have no ideas: Yes | 60%
- Takes a long time: Yes | 90%
- Less attractive: Yes | 80%
- Lack of knowledge about media development: Yes | 100%

5. Solutions to overcome teacher constraints
- Provide tutorials for making media: Yes | 100%
- Provide tutorials on developing media: Yes | 100%
- Provide tutorials using media: Yes | 100%
- Increase references: Yes | 100%

Based on Table 1, there is a difference in the percentage for each type of media used in chemistry learning in schools. This table also explains the highest percentage of “yes” and “no” answers for each question. The results of the analysis of the types of media that are often used can be seen in Figure 1. Observing from the aspect of the type of media that was often used, data was obtained that the PPT/LCD media projector was the most frequently used media seen from the overall percentage of 33% as many as 9 teachers, followed by other media such as learning CD/Videos with a percentage of 30% as many as 8 teachers, learning games and Microsoft Teams at 15% as many as 4 teachers while Android is very rarely used with only 7% or one teacher. This is because PPT/LCD was the only media provided by schools and for Android media, most schools had never used it as a learning media. In addition, PPT / LCD media are good intermediaries in conveying material to students [13]. The second aspect regarding the frequency of that media usage is often used in the learning process of chemistry in schools because to teach chemistry you have to go through an intermediary (learning media) and the percentage was seen as high as 100%. This shows that all teachers have used learning media in chemistry. Apart from its availability, the media is also able to increase students’ abstract understanding in learning [14].

**Figure 1** Results of analysis of media types used

Based on the aspects of the advantages and disadvantages of using that media, data was obtained that the media that is often used in schools makes learning easier because there were some teachers who have already received tutorials from using the media, but there were also some teachers who have difficulty using the media, especially in making learning media by themselves. This can be seen from the percentage of 17% (3 teachers) said that the use of media in learning chemistry is quite easy, as many as 11% (2 teachers) have made their own learning media, as many as 22% (4 teachers) have received tutorials and as many as 39% (4 people) said that the media that have ever been made contain only animation. The results of the analysis for the advantages and disadvantages of the media was shown in Figure 3. The obstacles faced by the teacher aware the lack of understanding in making and developing media seen
from the percentage, which is 20%, then the lack of supporting facilities is 14% and they do not have ideas or mastery the technology, especially Android as a learning media with a percentage of 20% and it takes time.

Figure 2 Results of the media advantage and disadvantage analysis

Time in making and using learning media with a percentage of 18%. For the results of the analysis of the constraints faced by the teacher can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 3 Teacher constraints in making media

The solution to this problem is that the teachers want a tutorial in making, developing and using chemistry learning media so that they will be able to make their own media which can be seen from the percentage of 25%. This is related with many teachers who have not been able to integrate technology with the learning process to be used as a media. In addition, there were several factors that hinder the use of technology in learning such as teachers feel burdened because they are required to be more creative, require careful preparation and also require the ability to operate the technology [11]. As for the aspect of the solution expected by the teacher, it can be cleared in Figure 5. As for the response given by the teacher to the development of Android-based learning media as a reference or media in chemistry learning, it can be concluded that the teacher gave responds very well and agreed with the development of Android-based chemistry learning media because innovative learning media is able to make students interested in studying chemistry.

Figure 4 The solution expected by the teacher

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the analysis of teacher needs as the basis things for developing chemistry learning media based on android, it can be concluded that the media most often used in the learning process is PPT/LCD projectors, while android is rarely used as a learning media. The obstacles for teachers in using the media are due to the lack of supporting facilities, lack of understanding in the producing, developing and using the media.
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